We prove that the minimal and maximal operators associated with an elliptic pseudodifferential operator coincide in Lp(Rn),l < p < oo. We obtain a set of necessary and sufficient conditions for a measurable function q on Rn to be compact relative to some integral power of a constant coefficient elliptic pseudodifferential operator.
ON SOME SPECTRAL PROPERTIES OF ELLIPTIC PSEUDODIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS M. W. WONG ABSTRACT. We prove that the minimal and maximal operators associated with an elliptic pseudodifferential operator coincide in Lp(Rn),l < p < oo. We obtain a set of necessary and sufficient conditions for a measurable function q on Rn to be compact relative to some integral power of a constant coefficient elliptic pseudodifferential operator.
1. Introduction. For m G (-00,00), we denote by Sm the set of all functions a in C°°(Rn x Rn) such that, for all multi-indices a and ß, there exists a constant Caß > 0 satisfying \(D?Dlcr)(x,C)\<Caß(l + \Z\r-m for all x, £ in R™. Let er g Sm. Then we define the operator Ta on S (the Schwartz space) by (Ta<b)(x) = (2w)~n f ¿°Mxt OHO d£ for all <b in S, where 0(e) = f e-ixicb(x)dx.
We call Ta a pseudodifferential operator with symbol a in Sm. The smallest number m for which a G Sm is called the order of a (or Ta). Furthermore, we call c an elliptic symbol or Ta an elliptic pseudodifferential operator if there exist positive constants C and R such that \a(x,i)\>C(l + \i\)m for |e| > R.
The aim of this paper is to study some spectral properties of elliptic pseudodifferential operators on LP(R"), 1 < p < 00. In §2, we recall some standard results of pseudodifferential operators and derive some easy consequences which we shall use afterwards.
In §3, we prove that the minimal and maximal operators asociated with an elliptic pseudodifferential operator with symbol in Sm coincide in Lp(Rn), 1 < p < 00. This result can be generalized to a wider class of pseudodifferential operators with symbols in S™s. See the monograph [3] by Kumano-go for a comprehensive account of these operators. If a G Sm is any symbol independent of x, then it follows from Theorem 2.4 in Wong [7] that the minimal and maximal operators associated with Ta coincide in Lp(Rn), 1 < p < 00. In §4 and 5, we study operators of the form Tj° + q, where a is an elliptic symbol of positive order m, T£ the fcth power of Ta and q a measurable function on R™. Such operators come up naturally in quantum physics. The most celebrated one has symbol r(£) = >/|6|2 + A*2-The operator TT + q is reminiscent of the relativistic Hamiltonian of a spinless particle of mass p under the influence of the potential q. A main result in the paper is a characterization of functions q which are compact relative to some power of Ta, where a is an elliptic symbol of positive order and independent of x in R™. The special case when Ta is a constant coefficient ordinary differential operator can be found in §9 of Chapter 14 in Schechter [6] . For the connection between relative compactness and the invariance of the essential spectrum, see Gustafson and Weidmann [2] , and Schechter [4] .
Finally, it should be pointed out that Theorems 4.1 and 5.1 in this paper are in fact equivalent to the corresponding results obtained by Balslev in [1] for elliptic partial differential operators with constant coefficients. However, an approach via pseudodifferential operators is perhaps also enlightening.
2. Some fundamental results. We recall some fundamental properties of pseudodifferential operators.
Then the composition TGiTa2 is a pseudodifferential operator with symbol a in Smi+m2. Moreover, a(x, £) has the asymptotic expansion 
Here, formula (2.2) means that
\a\<N is a symbol in Sm~N for every positive integer N. Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 are special cases of Theorem 1.7, pp. 59-60 of Kumano-go [3] .
As an application of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2, we give the following theorem.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use H"'p is the Lp Sobolev space of order s. See Chapter 2, §4 of Schechter [5] for a discussion of these spaces. For a proof of Theorem 2.4, take ui(x) = 1 in Theorem 2.1 of Wong [8] . 3 . The minimal and maximal operators. Let a G Sm. Then Ta can be considered as an operator on Lp(Rn) with domain S. However, it is not closed. Fortunately, it is closable. Hence, it has a closed extension. See Chapter 12, §6 of Schechter [6] . We denote the smallest such by T"im\n and call it the minimal operator of Ta. It can be shown easily that the domain P(T0.>mm) of Tf7,min consists of all functions u in Lp(Rn) for which a sequence {cf>k} in S can be found such that cbk -» u in Lp(Rn) and Ta(bk -* f for some / in Lp(Rn). Moreover, TCTjminu = /. See again [6, Chapter 12, §6]. for all <j> in S.
REMARK 3.3. It can be shown easily that Tatina,x is a closed linear operator on LP(R") with domain Z?(TCTimax) containing S. We call TCTimax the maximal operator of T". It is clear that P(TCTiinax) consists of all functions u in Tp(Rn) for which Tau is in LP(R").
Furthermore, T",maxu = Tau. The main result in this section is that TCTimin = Ta)inax if a is elliptic. To this end, we recall a very important result in the theory of pseudodifferential operators. We can now give more precise descriptions of TCT!mjn and TCT)max when a is elliptic. First, we consider TCT)m¡n. for all cp in S.
We can now prove the following result. For any elliptic symbol a of positive order m, we know from Theorem 2.3 that Tk is an elliptic pseudodifferential operator of order km for any positive integer k. We say that q is Tk compact if and only if Hkm,p Ç V(q) and the multiplication operator q: Hkm,p -> Lp(Rn) is a compact operator. Using Theorems 2.1 and 4.1 in Chapter 6 of Schechter [5] , we have the following result. We shall prove in §5 that these conditions are also necessary when the symbol a is independent of x.
5. Schrödinger-type operators. Let m G (-oo, oc). We denote by S™ the set of all C°° functions a on R™ such that for any mutli-index a, there exists a constant Ca > 0 satisfying \(Daa)(o\<ca(i + mr-lal for all £ G Rn. Obviously, S™ is a subset of Sm. Hence, everything we have stated for Sm is also valid for Sg1.
In this section, we are mainly interested in operators of the form T* + q, where a G S™ is elliptic of positive order m, k is a positive integer, and g is a measurable function on R". We call such operators Schrödinger-type operators. See the Introduction (i.e., §1) for the importance of these operators. Hence, by (5.1)
,-"x ll#vllo,p < C,(||Trt/zj,||o,p + H^llo.p)
